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Wealth creation is one of those things that bother even the richest of persons on the planet. And
one thing that really matters the most is the way in which the wealth is created by the individual in
this world. History is testimonial to the fact that people have created wealth and that too in a manner
that they thought was appropriate to the times. But then history is also testimonial to the fact that the
same people either died penniless or their progeny lost the wealth that was created by their elders.
What matters the most is that all along the process that the man has been involved in the art of
wealth creation, not even a single soul has asked himself the question that the manner that he
adopted in creating the wealth was right or wrong. And the only question that weighed heavily on his
mind was the fact that he should be earning as much wealth as possible. And at the end of it all the
result was that the modern man was left with a system that is distorted, as well as only producing
one failure after another. And only one man has understood the real crux of the problem. Roger
James Hamilton is the man who knows why man ever since he got involved in the art of wealth
creation has either faced one failure after another, or has faced the toughest of times in creating that
wealth.

One thing that really matters the most according to Roger James Hamilton is that with the creation
of wealth there has to be another thing that needs to be understood by the individual seeking
wealth. And that one thing is whether he has really helped himself in the truest sense of the term.
And that thing is whether all along the way that he was earning that wealth, was he really enjoying
the process. That one thing was that all along the way when he was really earning that wealth, was
he really living the life that he wanted to live. And the answer is very well known to Roger James
Hamilton. And the answer to that question is that the art of wealth creation has been viewed in an
altogether different light. Right from the times that man has began to earn wealth or has started to
really think about dreaming big about himself, he has missed the exact meaning of being big.

One thing that really matters the most in the entire procedure of wealth creation is that the
procedure that you have adopted in order to create wealth, is it really giving you the happiness and
the joy while you are on your way. According to Roger James Hamilton there is an old saying-â€œIt is
not the destination that is important, rather it is the journey that is more important.â€• And once man
has really understood the true import of the statement, his pursuit of wealth would change direction,
or atleast he would really begin to see the art of wealth creation in the manner that it should be.
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